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Niche Sponder - Create the Targeted Sales Letters You Need Discover How to Create the Targeted

Sales Letters You Need to Dominate ANY Niche All at the Touch of a Button! Dear friend, If youve been

struggling to create the cash-producing, kick-butt sales letters you need to dominate a niche and send

your online profits soaring, then this is definitely the most important letter you will read today! Heres why:

In just a few moments, Im going to reveal how you can start producing laser-targeted, highly-effective,

niche-focused sales letters with a few keystrokes and a simple click of your mouse! Its true. If the thought

of being able to instantly generate copy that will produce sales like crazy without having to spend hours at

your desk slaving over every word or without having to pay way too much of your profits to professional

writers appeals to you, then I urge you to read on. This is Your Chance to Explode Your Online Profits!

We all know that targeting the right niche with a good product can quickly produce thousands of dollars in

profits provided your website has high-quality, results-producing sales copy on it. Unfortunately, coming

up with niche-focused copy that sells can be extremely difficult even for the best professional writers

which means most Internet business owners either end up spending way too much time trying and failing

to come up with good sales copy on their own or they end up paying way to much to have a professional

write it for them (and even then, more times than not, the professionally-written copy still doesnt produce

the hoped for results). But now there is a new solution to this ongoing problem. Introducing the

NicheSponder Software Program At last, theres a program that actually takes you by the hand and leads
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you through the 11 simple steps of creating a professional, profit-pulling sales page! Heres how it works:

You answer a few simple questions in three major topic areas: Lessons Learned, Benefits and Finish and

then the program takes your short answers and crafts results-producing sales letters for whatever niche

you are targeting. You can even choose whether you want your letter in an HTML or Text template. And

the program interface is so easy-to-use that even a fourth-grader could be using this program to create

sales letters in no time! Finally, A Real, Proven Internet Tool That You Can Use to Earn Profits Beyond

Your Wildest Dreams on the Internet! Thanks to NicheSponder, you no longer have to rely on

professional writers and designers who often charge thousands of dollars per project. Now you can get

copy that sells, beautifully formatted in HTML, in a mere matter of minutes. All you have to do is fill in the

blanks and click a button! Nothing could be easier! Here are just a few of the many benefits

NicheSponder offers: Allows you to quickly create sales letters for any niche Guides you through the

entire letter creation process so your letters contain everything they need to compel readers to buy your

product or service theres a secret formula that all great copywriters use and NicheSponder uses it, too!

Saves you thousands of dollars in writing and design fees for each and every letter you produce! Sends

your conversion rates skyrocketing! Formats your sales letters so you dont need to know any HTML at all!

And much, much more! Imagine Being Able to Produce Effective Sales Copy at the Touch of a Button!

Imagine being able to target a hot niche and immediately produce HTML-formatted sales pages for it

even if you dont know the first thing about HTML Imagine being able to eliminate the uncertainty from

sales letter creation and know that from here on out each letter you produce is going to say all the right

things that produce sale after sale after sale Imagine being able to instantly produce sales letters that will

send your sales skyrocketing without wasting any valuable time or money Now Stop Imagining & Make It

All a Reality with NicheSponder! You couldnt produce a money-generating sales letter any faster or

easier than with NicheSponder! As youve probably come to realize, creating a winning web sales letter is

not easy. In fact, it can be downright difficult. Many entrepreneurs spend years and a small fortune trying

to come up with the right combination of words and format and never accomplish their goal! Others pay to

have professional copywriters write their letters but then also have to pay a graphic designer to format

and design their sales page or they have to shell out hundreds of dollars for software programs (such as

Dreamweaver or Frontpage) that take Microsoft Word or Plain Text copy and format it into html. But why

waste your valuable time and deplete your bank account trying to get the right web sales letter for your



niche, when you can now get it at the touch of a button? NicheSponder is Any Internet Entrepreneurs

Dream! Get it today and youll: No longer will you have to worry about how youre going to pay a writer to

produce sales copy for you and a designer to design the sales page! No longer will you have to stress

about whether your expensive professionally written and designed sales page will create any sales! No

longer will you have to pull your hair out trying to do everything yourself while ignoring other important

aspects of your business! Now you will be able to quickly and easily generate niche sales pages that will

have your prospects begging to buy your product or service! Remember in todays competitive Internet

marketplace, you need every advantage you can get and NicheSponder is a great way to ensure you

dont spend too much time writing and too little time on other important parts of your business. So what

are you waiting for?
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